EH4/w & EH3/w External Camera Housings
▶ Aluminium construction
▶ Integral wiper
▶ Heater / demister
▶ Stainless steel fixings
▶ Manufactured to weatherproof standard

BS.EN60529 Level IP66
▶ Suitable for analogue and IP cameras
▶ Adjustable camera mount
▶ Multiple cable entry positions
▶ Integrates with our WA series washers

The EH4/w & EH3/w camera housings have been designed for fixed camera applications, providing a safe
environment for analogue and IP cameras alike.
Widely used on high-security facility perimeters including CNI, prisons, secure health facilities and
transport hubs the EH4/w is a compact camera housing that is recognisable around the world as a
cornerstone of CCTV installations.
The EH3/w was designed specifically for larger camera assemblies or those that utilise zoom lenses.
Environmental Protection
The camera housings is manufactured from aluminium with a high-quality powder-coat finish. All external
fixings are stainless steel. The white gloss sunshield not only protects the camera and lens from the
effects of direct sunlight but also deflects solar radiation.
The housing is sealed to an IP66 standard making, keeping the camera assembly safe from the worst of
the weather.
Integral Wiper
The EH4/w & EH3/w come complete with a self-parking wiper. This feature is essential where dirt
contaminants can degrade the picture quality. The wiper is even more important in applications where
video motion detection is employed as dirt can often reduce the accuracy of the VMD software. The WA
series washers can add an extra cleaning facility if required on more challenging sites.
Screen Heater / Demister
All EH4/w & EH3/w come complete with a heater/demister. This feature is especially useful in the spring
and autumn where the day / night temperature
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Technical Data

1

Wiper blade

Mounting

4” (101.6mm) PCD - Pitch Centre Diameter

2

Wiper arm

Screen

6mm clear float glass (IR pass)

3

Heater / delisted

Weight

3.5kg (EH4/w), 4.7kg (EH3/w)

4

Camera mount

Finish

Ral7035 texture body, Ral9010 gloss visor

5

Terminal rail

6

Wiper mechanism

Internal
Dimensions

EH4/w 387mm x 143mm x 90mm (L x W x H)
EH3/w 467mm x 174mm x 131mm (L x W x H)

7

20mm cable glands

Voltage

24vac

CE Certified

Yes

WA Series Washer
An ideal accessory for the EH4/w housing is the WA
Series Washer. The washer keeps the camera housing
screen free of contaminants all year round
Available in 5, 10 or 25-litre sizes.
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